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1. Introduction

1.1

Motivation

Since the beginning of 2008, the decreasing costs of DNA sequencing have
far exceeded Moore’s law, while the speed of producing biological data is
still drastically increasing [78]. This means that, since the cost of obtaining biologically relevant data is declining notably faster than the cost of
computing power, algorithmic means for analyzing the data efﬁciently are
of increasing importance, possibly more than ever before.
Once one has obtained a biologically meaningful sequence of some sort,
it is common to ﬁnd out what kind of sequence one is dealing with. This
may involve mapping the sequence onto other known sequences, trying
to ﬁnd other shorter sequences in this new sequence or trying to ﬁnd
repetitive patterns within the sequence or possibly within a set of such
sequences. These tasks are the kinds of search problems focused on in
this thesis.
Answering such questions will eventually help in gathering information about the biological sample that was initially sequenced. It may
also answer questions about other sequences, samples and genomes that
have been sequenced previously. The end results may provide numerous improvements in genetics and medical sciences. However, the focus
of this thesis is not practical in that sense. The focus is on improving
the computational approaches that one may wish to use when conducting searches on biologically meaningful data. We will review some theoretical improvements that were introduced in the publications associated
with the thesis. Moreover, we describe ways to implement the proposed
approaches and provide experimental results while comparing the presented approaches to typical, top-of-the-line approaches one would use
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when conducting these kinds of searches. While these computational approaches are proposed for analyzing biological sequences, our approach
has a strong ﬂavor of theoretical computer science to it. In theoretical
computer science, sequences of letters or symbols are commonly referred
to as strings, while the term sequences is used more often in bioinformatics.
In order to have new, practical and efﬁcient searching tools emerging,
basic research on approaches of new kind is ﬁrst needed. Let us consider the practical example of a relatively recent improvement in relevant search tools in bioinformatics, the bowtie [40], which was released
in 2009. In terms of citation count, the bowtie can be considered the alignment tool that has had the greatest impact on bioinformatics within the
last ﬁve years. It is a fast mapping tool that allows for some variation
between the pattern sequence being searched and the portion of another
text sequence that the pattern is to be mapped onto. In bioinformatics,
such variation is typically of critical importance for ﬁnding the closest relevant matches for the pattern sequences being searched. This search tool
is based on the concept of FM-index [11], which was ﬁrst introduced in
2000. It is noteworthy that the FM-index itself does not allow for such
variation, i.e. it only allows for exact matching. Without the FM-index,
though, the bowtie would most likely have never been developed. The
FM-index in turn is based on the concept of the Burrows-Wheeler transform [8] introduced in 1994. Thus, there was a gap of 9–15 years, going
from the initial data structures, applicable only for mapping a pattern
sequence exactly onto an existing text sequence, to an efﬁcient, practical
tool that was capable of performing more biologically relevant searches.
This example demonstrates the importance of basic research and even of
exact matching for bioinformatics.

1.2

Objectives and Scope

An enormous amount of effort is currently being focused on the ﬁeld of
bioinformatics, meaning that the precise focus of individual studies is essential to any realistic possibility for making meaningful improvements
in the ﬁeld. This goes for search problems in bioinformatics as well. Thus,
this thesis does not focus on the entire ﬁeld of searching for biologically
meaningful patterns within a biologically meaningful text. Instead, three
research questions are formulated, which in turn focus on three speciﬁc
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problems.
First, we focus on biologically relevant searches for long patterns. In
this setting, we focus on approximate matching, while allowing for some
variation between the pattern sequence and the text sequence. More precisely, the focus is on sequence alignment and mapping. Alignment and
mapping tools are commonly used when analyzing newly sequenced data.
However, in the case of sequences longer than 200 nucleotides, we argue
that the common methodologies are computationally excessive. Thus, we
formulate our ﬁrst research question (RQ1) as follows: can we improve the
efﬁciency of alignment and mapping methods for long patterns?
Second, we focus on relevant searches for short patterns. In this setting, we have identiﬁed a gap in the previous research in terms of searching for a preprocessed set of multiple patterns simultaneously in a preprocessed text. The focus is mostly on sequences of up to 200 nucleotides
(or characters) in length. With these shorter sequences, focusing on exact matching is arguably more relevant than with longer patterns. As
we brieﬂy discussed in Section 1.1, basic research in exact matching can
be considered the foundation for moving towards more bioinformatically
relevant approximate matching. This will be discussed more thoroughly
in Chapter 7. Thus, we formulate our second research question (RQ2) as
follows: can we speed up exact indexed multi-pattern matching?
Lastly, we consider a case involving multiple sequences, some of which
share a common biological feature and for which it would be desirable
to know more about what is possibly causing this particular biological
feature. In this setting, the challenge is essentially to ﬁnd biologically
relevant shorter sequences in a set of longer sequences, without knowing exactly what these short sequences are. Instead of asking ’where are
these sequences?’, as we did in RQ1 and RQ2, here we ask ’what makes
these sequences special?’. This is the general setting for motif discovery,
where one searches for the re-occurring patterns that are associated with
the speciﬁc biological functions, or motifs, of a set of sequences. Motif discovery is a widely studied topic, and thus, pinpointing the focus is of great
importance. Our focus is on improving the performance of protein motif discovery approaches, while aiming to avoid sacriﬁcing the quality of
predictions for putative motifs. Thus, we formulate our third and last research question (RQ3) as follows: can we speed up protein motif discovery
without sacriﬁcing its predictive quality?
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Table 1.1. Connections between the research questions 1–3 (RQ1–RQ3), and the publications addressing them (marked with an x). We will refer to the publications as
[PX], where X is the roman number of the publication.

Research question

[PI]

RQ1

x

RQ2

[PII]

[PIII]

x

x

[PIV]

RQ3

1.3

x

Outline

The rest of the thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2 we present
common deﬁnitions used throughout the thesis and review the background that is necessary for introducing the approaches and results presented in the later chapters.
In Chapter 3 we focus on answering the ﬁrst research question (RQ1)
by reviewing [PI], wherein we introduce a genomic alignment search tool
(GAST) for improving the speed of alignment and mapping tasks with
long pattern sequences over previous approaches.
In Chapter 4 we review initial work on multi-pattern matching with
indexed text, presented in [PII]. This work provides the ﬁrst experimental
results on indexed multi-pattern matching, setting the background for the
next chapter and answering research question 2 (RQ2).
In Chapter 5 we focus on answering the second research question
(RQ2) by reviewing [PIII], while presenting new theoretical insights into
indexed multi-pattern matching and experimental results with data sets
consisting of short sequences of up to 200 nucleotides.
In Chapter 6 we address the third research question (RQ3) by reviewing [PIV], while introducing a graph-theoretical approach to protein motif
discovery.
Finally, in Chapter 7 we discuss the contribution of this thesis and the
associated publications, and give recommendations for further research
on string searching methods in bioinformatics.
See Table 1.1, which summarizes the connections between the research questions and the publications addressing them.
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2. Background

2.1

Common Deﬁnitions

A string or sequence S = S[1 . . n] = S[1]S[2] · · · S[n] of length n is a chain
of symbols (a.k.a. characters or letters). Each symbol is an element of
an ordered, ﬁnite alphabet Σ = {1, 2, . . . , σ}. The alphabetical order, also
known as lexicographical order “<” among strings is deﬁned in the obvious way. A substring of S is deﬁned as S[i . . j] = S[i]S[i + 1] · · · S[j], where
i, j ∈ [1, n]. A substring of length k or q can be commonly referred to as
k-mer, q-gram or q-sample. A preﬁx of S is a substring of the form S[1 . . j],
and a sufﬁx is a substring of the form S[i . . n]. If i is greater than j, then
the substring S[i . . j] is the empty string ε of length 0. A subsequence
of S is deﬁned as a string that can be derived from S by deleting some
symbols of S, without changing the order of the remaining symbols, e.g.
S[i]S[j]S[k]S[l], where 1 ≤ i < j < k < l ≤ n. A text string T [1 . . n] is a
string terminated by the special symbol T [n] = $ ∈ Σ, smaller than any
other symbol in Σ.
The operation rankc [i] on a string S returns the number of occurrences
of character c in the preﬁx S[1 . . i]. The operation selectc [i] on a string
S returns the position of the ith occurrence of character c in the string S,
counting occurrences from left to right. When confusion is possible, we
will use S.rankc [i] and S.selectc [i] to explicitly denote the string S the
rank and select operations are performed on.
An exact match or occurrence of a pattern P of length m in a text T
occurs at position i if P [1 . . m] = T [i . . i + m − 1]. The operation of locating
all the exact occurrences of a pattern P in a text T and reporting their
positions in the text is referred to as locating. Another operation, where
only the total number of such occurrences is reported, is referred to as
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counting.

2.2

2.2.1

Index Structures

Inverted Indexes

An inverted index [80] consists of a mapping from a list of words to their
occurrences in a text T . These words can be any collection of substrings of
the text, e.g. all words occurring in a natural language text. When the text
is not naturally split into distinct words, a possible approach is to create
the list of words by collecting all substrings of ﬁxed length k. This approach is referred to as k-mer indexing or k-gram indexing. It is crucial to
note that the choice of words limits the queries that can be made against
these indexes. For a text of length n, a naive implementation of inverted
index containing pointers to f occurrences of words takes O(f log n) bits
of space [80].
Block addressing indexes.

In block addressing [49], the text T is initially

divided into p documents or blocks of size b. Now, the list of pointers for
each word point to individual blocks instead of exact positions in the text
T . Note that in this setting a single block may contain multiple occurrences of a single word. Due to this property, the total number of pointers
g ≤ f . Additionally, the number of blocks p is notably less than n, depending on the chosen block size b. Thus, a naive implementation of block
addressing index occupies only O(g log p) bits [80], which is typically signiﬁcantly less than O(f log n) in practice. As both g and p depend on block
size b, the size of the resulting index structure can be easily adjusted by
changing the block size. By adjusting the block size, it is possible to support sublinear time queries in sublinear space using block addressing [3].

2.2.2

Sufﬁx Trees

The sufﬁx tree [77] S of a string T [1 . . n] represents all substrings of T in
a rooted, directed tree. In this tree, each internal node has at least two
children and at most one outgoing edge for each c ∈ Σ, where c is the ﬁrst
character of the label of the edge. Edge labels are encoded as a reference
to T , e.g. a pair of starting and ending text positions. For the node v,
S.path(v) is the concatenation of edge labels from the root to the node v
and the string depth S.sdepth(v) is the length of this concatenation. The
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sufﬁx tree has O(n) nodes and, if T is terminated with a special symbol
$ ∈ Σ, the resulting sufﬁx tree has exactly n leaf nodes, one for each sufﬁx
of T .
A sufﬁx tree of a string T of length n can be built in time O(n) using negligible working space [26, 75]. The resulting sufﬁx tree requires
O(n log n) bits of space. Assuming constant size alphabet, we can ﬁnd
the subtree containing the occurrences of a pattern P of length m in time
O(m) by starting from the root and following the edge labels of the sufﬁx
tree.

2.2.3

Sufﬁx Arrays

Sufﬁx array SA is an array of length n with SA[i] corresponding to the
starting position of the lexicographically i-th smallest sufﬁx in the text T
of length n [24, 48]. Sufﬁx array allows one to ﬁnd the sufﬁx array interval
containing the occurrences of a pattern P of length m in time O(m log n),
using binary search. There is an important connection between the sufﬁx tree and the sufﬁx array: the leaves of sufﬁx tree have a one-to-one
connection to the values of sufﬁx array.

2.3

Compressed Index Structures

The most relevant compressed index structures in the scope of this thesis
belong to the groups of compressed sufﬁx arrays and the compressed sufﬁx
trees. In this section, we will review these compressed index structures.
Additionally, we will review two data structures, which are used and
needed by these compressed index structures, namely Burrows-Wheeler
transform and wavelet tree.

2.3.1

Burrows-Wheeler Transform

The Burrows-Wheeler transform TBW T [1 . . n] [8] of text T is a string of
length n with TBW T [i] = T [SA[i] − 1] if SA[i] > 1 and BW T [i] = T [n] = $
otherwise. In the frame of indexing, one of the key features of a TBW T is
the LF-mapping, allowing access from TBW T [i], corresponding to T [k], to
TBW T [i ], corresponding to T [k − 1]. For this mapping, we need an array
C[0 . . σ + 1], where C[c] is the number of characters that are lexicographically smaller than c in the text T . Note that C[0] = 0 and C[σ + 1] = n.
Now, the LF-mapping can be deﬁned as LF (i) = C[TBW T [i]] +
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TBW T .rankTBW T [i] [i] [12]. By following LF-mapping, one can get from any
character TBW T [i] in the BWT to the character TBW T [i ] = LF (i) that precedes it in the text T . This comes with the exception that when looking at
the ﬁrst character of string T , LF-mapping will point to the last character
$ of T , which is lexicographically smaller than any character in Σ. That
is, if SA[i] = 1, then LF (i) = 1.
Using LF-mapping, we can ﬁnd the interval [s . . e] of TBW T corresponding to the occurrences of a pattern P of length m. We initially
set s = C[P [m]] and e = C[P [m] + 1]. Then, for each remaining character P [i] in P from right to left, we update s and p by setting s =
C[P [i]] + TBW T .rankP [i] [s − 1] + 1 and e = C[P [i]] + TBW T .rankP [i] [e] [12].
Thus, ﬁnding the interval requires O(m) rank operations. This is commonly referred to as backward search.

2.3.2

Wavelet Tree

The wavelet tree W of a text T , with alphabet Σ of size σ, presents T as
a tree of binary strings [25]. This allows one to implement rankc and
selectc , where c ∈ Σ, using multiple constant time, binary rank and
select operations [9], which work on binary strings.
Consider each character c of text T as a sequence of log σ bits. Now,
the top level of wavelet tree W consists of the leftmost bits of these bitsequences of characters in T . At the second level, the left branch corresponds to all the characters for which the bit at the above level was 0,
while the right branch corresponds to all characters for which the bit at
the above level was 1. Now, the second level consists of the second bits
(counting from left) of the bit-sequences of these characters. Within each
branch, the bits representing the characters are ordered by the order of
the corresponding characters in the text T .
All the remaining levels are constructed identically, splitting each
branch from the level above into two, until the wavelet tree has all log σ
levels. The resulting wavelet tree can be navigated using constant time,
binary rank and select operations, in order to answer operations rankc
and selectc in time O(log σ) [25]. The space requirement of a wavelet
tree is n log σ + o(n log σ) bits.
Now, by combining the properties of a wavelet tree and BurrowsWheeler transform, we note that it is possible to ﬁnd the interval [s . . e] of
TBW T corresponding to the occurrences of a pattern P of length m in time
O(m log σ) [12].
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2.3.3

Compressed Sufﬁx Arrays

Compressed sufﬁx arrays (CSAs) simulate sufﬁx arrays, aiming for reduced space [11, 12, 25, 61, 65]. Typically, compressed sufﬁx arrays are
self-indexes, meaning that the text T for which the CSA has been constructed does not need to be saved separately, as it can be recreated from
the index. We will go through one of the CSAs in more detail, namely a
wavelet tree based FM-index [55].
FM-index.

The FM-index [11] combines samples of sufﬁx array values

with the backward steps made possible by LF-mapping of BWT. As the
sampling, we save the position in the TBW T for every (log1+ n)th character in the text T . We save these positions as ones in a binary string. We
also save the locations for each of these characters in the text, requiring
O(n/(log 1+ n) log n) = o(n) bits of space.
Now, for a position i in BWT, we can get the corresponding position in
the text T by taking steps back with LF-mapping until we hit a sampled
position. If the sampled position points to position k in T and we took
s steps back, we know that the character TBW T [i] is at position k + s in
the text T . This takes at most O(log1+ n log σ) time, as each LF-mapping
operation takes O(log σ) time with wavelet tree of the BWT [12, 55].
Resulting, for a pattern P of length m, the FM-index can retrieve
the interval [s . . e] of TBW T corresponding to the occurrences of P in T ,
i.e. do counting or backward search, in time O(m log σ). Moreover, it
can report all the positions of occ occurrences of P in T , i.e. do locating, in time O(m + occ log1+ n log σ). The FM-index described above requires n log σ + o(n log σ) space. This can be further brought down to
nHk + o(n log σ) space without compromising the time bounds [13, 55].
Here Hk is the k th order empirical entropy of TBW T , which is always less
than log σ. Essentially, this means that the FM-index can obtain similar
compression to BWT-based compression tools.

2.3.4

Compressed Sufﬁx Trees

Compressed sufﬁx trees (CSTs) simulate sufﬁx trees, aiming for reduced
space [15, 64, 68]. CSTs typically consist of a presentation of a CSA and
a number of other data structures allowing typical operations of a sufﬁx
tree. A CST may also contain the inverse sufﬁx array SA−1 in a compressed form. For a CST T we denote the operation of accessing these two
arrays as T .SA[i] and T .SA−1 [i], where the latter returns the lexicographi-
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cal rank of T [i].
For navigational operations, a balanced parentheses presentation of
the structure of the tree T is saved. This enables operations such as accessing the children, parent or siblings of a node in O(1) time. Moreover,
the lowest common ancestor of two nodes and the subtree-size of a node
can also be retrieved in O(1) time [28]. Essentially, CSTs can support
any operations that sufﬁx trees can support, with up to polylog(n) slowdown [68]. The balanced parentheses presentation occupies 2n + o(n) bits
of space [21, 33, 52]. In total, compressed sufﬁx tree requires O(n log σ)
bits of space [68].

2.3.5

Compressed Bidirectional Indexes

Bidirectional FM-index.

A bidirectional FM-index I of string T consists

of a forward and reverse index. The forward index supports backward
search in T , and the reverse index in T R , where T R denotes the reversed
string of T . Lam et al. [37] and Schnattinger et al. [71] showed how to
synchronize the forward and reverse index to support bidirectional search.
Let P denote a pattern, and let [sf . . ef ] denote the SA interval of the
sufﬁxes of T whose preﬁxes match P , and [sr . . er] denote the sufﬁxes of
T R matching P R . Now a bidirectional search step allows us to ﬁnd out the
new interval corresponding to either cP or P c for any symbol c ∈ Σ. The
new interval is empty if the pattern is not found.
We require the following operations. The direction of the operation is
given by the parameter d ∈ {left, right}:
• pushChar(d, c, [sf . . ef ], [sr . . er]): Assume that [sf . . ef ] and [sr . . er] correspond to the pattern P . The operation returns new intervals corresponding to the concatenated pattern cP if d = left, or P c if d = right.
The operation returns an empty interval if the concatenated pattern
does not occur in T . Both [37] and [71] show how to support this operation. The latter uses a wavelet tree for the task and supports the
operation in O(log σ) time.
• getBranches(d, [sf . . ef ], [sr . . er]): Returns a subset of symbols, that is,
all symbols c ∈ Σ having a non-empty pushChar(d, c, [sf . . ef ], [sr . . er])
R
interval. Let TBW T and TBW
T be the Burrows-Wheeler transforms of

the text and its reverse, respectively. If d = left, it returns the set of
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distinct symbols occurring in TBW T [sf . . ef ], and if d = right, it returns
R
the distinct symbols occurring in TBW
T [sr . . er]. This can be done in

O(log σ) time per distinct symbol with a wavelet tree [20].

The space usage for the bidirectional FM-index is twice that of an FMindex based on wavelet tree, i.e. 2n log σ + o(n log σ) bits [55] for a text of
length n.
Bidirectional indexing with a CST.

A bidirectional search step, from P to

P c or cP , can be simulated in a CST T . Let a node k be the node with
the smallest string depth among the nodes for which a preﬁx of T .path(k)
matches with the pattern P . Let a node u be the parent node of the node k.
Now the state(P ) is deﬁned by the node u and the sufﬁx P [T .sdepth(u) +
1 . . |P |]. Using this notation, a right step in T adds a character c to the
right side of P and updates the state from state(P ) to state(P c). A right
step can be taken by simply following the edges of the CST, if possible with
given c. A left step in T adds a character c to the left side of P and updates
the state from state(P ) to state(cP ). A left step can be taken by following
the Weiner link [7, 77] wl(c, k) from the node k with the character c. This
Weiner link will point to the node k  in T with the smallest string depth
among the nodes for which a preﬁx of T .path(k  ) matches with cP . Let u
be the parent node of k  and let P  = cP . Now state(cP ) will be correctly
deﬁned by the node u and the sufﬁx P  [T .sdepth(u ) + 1 . . |P  |]. If no such
node k  exists, a left step cannot be taken with this character c.

2.4

Pattern Set Preprocessing for Indexed Text

Preprocessing of a pattern set to be searched in a text index is mainly
affordable in a scenario, where the pattern set is to be matched to several text indexes. Scenarios of this kind arise, for example, in read alignment metagenomics, where the pattern set represents the DNA of several
species and the goal is to ﬁnd out which species are represented in the
sample and in which quantity. Chapter 5 describes and focuses on this
speciﬁc metagenomic setting in more detail.
This problem frame of indexed multi-pattern matching is a relatively unexplored one.

Recently, Gagie et al. [19] gave the ﬁrst the-

oretical improvement for indexed multi-pattern matching over the approach of searching each pattern separately. It is shown in [19] that
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a given FM-index for the text of length n and the LZ77 parse of the
concatenation of p patterns of total length M and maximum individual
length m, one can count the occurrences of each pattern in a total of
O((z + p) log M log m log1+ n) time, where z is the number of phrases in
the parse. First experimental results on indexed multi-pattern matching
were given by [PII] and [PIII], latter of which also presents new theoretical insights into this problem ﬁeld. We will review these results in
Chapters 4 and 5.

2.5

Sequence Alignment

Levenshtein [42] or edit distance between two strings S1 and S2 is deﬁned
as the number of edit operations required to convert S1 to S2 . The allowed
operations are insertion, deletion and substitution of a character. An approximate match with up to k differences between a pattern P [1 . . m] and a
text T occurs at the position i if the edit Levenshtein distance DL between
P [1 . . m] and T [i . . i + m − 1] is ≤ k. A set of edit operations converting S1
to S2 can be presented as an alignment between S1 and S2
In sequence alignment a typical task is to ﬁnd such an alignment corresponding to minimal number of edit operations between a pattern and
a text string. In the frame of sequence alignment, the terms query sequence, query, and pattern will be used interchangeably to stand for the
sequence the user wishes to align or map to a database text sequence or
sequences. More precisely, typically a weighted local alignment is preferred.
In weighted alignment, each edit operation has its own positive or negative weight, resulting in a scoring corresponding to the alignment. Typically, insertions or deletions will have negative impact on the score, while
matching characters between S1 and S2 in the alignment will have a positive impact on the score. A substitution may have a positive or negative
impact, depending on the similarity between the original character and
the substituting character. E.g. in protein sequence alignment a substitution of an amino-acid with another similar amino-acid will have a positive
impact, while substituting with a very dissimilar amino-acid will have a
negative impact. Now, in weighted local alignment, the goal is to ﬁnd
substrings S1 and S2 of P and T , respectively, resulting in an alignment
with maximal score. Moreover, in afﬁne gap alignment the ﬁrst insertion
or deletion will be penalized more heavily than successive insertions or
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deletions of neighboring characters.
Optimal weighted local alignment can be solved with Smith-Waterman
algorithm [72], using dynamic programming [10]. Solving optimal afﬁne
gap alignment requires slight modiﬁcations of the Smith-Waterman algorithm [1], e.g. using three arrays for dynamic programming instead of a
single one. However, these algorithms are slow in practice, resulting in
need for faster, more practical solutions when dealing with e.g. genome
scale data.
BLAST [2] and its successors are addressing this need for an efﬁcient
sequence alignment approach. It is noteworthy, that sequence alignment
is a very common task in modern bioinformatics. NCBI BLAST [53] alone
receives over 100,000 alignment queries a day. The computational requirements of these searches amount to a very notable use of resources.

2.6

Motif Discovery

Whereas the sections 2.1 – 2.5 have been more related to ﬁnding the occurrences of known patterns in a text, motif discovery is more about ﬁnding meaningful, yet initially unknown patterns in a speciﬁc group of sequences. Typically, this kind of group of DNA or amino-acid sequences
have speciﬁc properties in common and the task is to ﬁnd re-occurring
patterns that are associated with speciﬁc biological functions, a.k.a. motifs. The goal is to essentially encapsulate the meaningful properties of
given DNA or protein sequences and pinpoint the subsequences that are
most likely to be responsible for these properties.
The biological deﬁnition of a motif is not unambiguous or straightforward, though. This problem has been addressed by dividing the motifs
into various categories. On top of the natural division into DNA (or RNA)
and protein motifs, e.g. Frith et al. [18] have divided motifs into three
classes. The ﬁrst class contains short motifs occurring at functional sites
of biopolymers, e.g. binding or cleavage sites. The second class contains
longer protein motifs associated with globular structural domains, usually
occurring through divergent evolution, while the third class contains recurring motifs that can appear through evolutionary recent duplications.
Due to the complexity of each of these classes and the variety of biological
motifs in general, it seems improbable that they could all be tackled by a
single motif discovery approach.
Many algorithms have already been developed for motif searching.
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While some of these algorithms are specially designed for the discovery
of DNA motifs, e.g. Weeder [59] and AlignACE [63], other ones can be applied to search for both protein and DNA motifs, e.g. MEME [4], Gibbs [56]
and GLAM2 [18]. At the same time, there are also many databases specially designed to include DNA regulatory motifs, e.g. TRANSFAC [50],
JASPAR [70], and protein motifs, e.g. PROSITE [32], ELM [60]. In Chapter 6, we review an approach for protein motif discovery presented in
[PIV].
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3. Indexed Approximate Alignment of
Long Sequences

While BLAST-like alignment tools are able to align any kind of sequences,
for a notable amount of cases, using these approaches is computationally excessive. This is especially true in the case of long sequences, of
length 200 nucleotides and more. For this setting, we have presented a
drastically faster approach in [PI], which will be reviewed in this chapter.
Initially, our approach was designed for ﬁnding approximate matches for
sequences of over 1000 nucleotides in length. Later, we noticed that the
developed approach was able to handle shorter sequences as well, as long
as the sequences were at least 200 nucleotides long.

3.1

Previous Alignment Approaches

At the time of writing of [PI], concerning the speed, two very popular
alignment methods, Mega BLAST [51, 84] and BLAT [35], stood out.
Mega BLAST’s performance is increased by using a “greedy algorithm”,
which starts three different lines of further processing whenever an error
is encountered. These three lines correspond to (i) handling a mismatch,
(ii) an insertion in the query, and (iii) a deletion in the query. When a
difference between the query and the database occurs, one of the lines is
likely to continue running as the other two will terminate immediately.
With high similarity between the query and the database, this method is
computationally very effective. Mega BLAST also uses an index collecting
the occurrences of, by default, every ﬁfth 12-mer in the text. The exact occurrences of such 12-mers between the pattern and the text are extended
using the greedy alignment algorithm.
BLAT uses indexing of all non-overlapping 11-mers in the database.
The index is used in a search phase to connect these k-mers to the kmers of the query sequence. Over-occurring 11-mers are not taken into
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account when this mapping is being done. Lastly, an alignment is done by
extending the sites found in the search phase.

3.2

Methods of the Genomic Alignment Search Tool

Our method can be divided into three different phases: the creation of
a block addressing q-sample index, the initial search phase, and lastly
the alignment phase, where the results of the initial search phase are
processed in a greater detail. The index phase is a preprocessing step,
which has to be done only once for each genome or other collection of
database sequences. Initial search phase uses the index created to ﬁnd
potential sites having high probability of leading to a good alignment. The
alignment phase performs a more precise alignment between these sites
and the patterns provided. In this section, we will review the essentials of
these three phases. The full workﬂow of our tool in these three phases is
illustrated in Figure 1 in [PI], and the full details on the workings of this
approach can be found in Section 2 in [PI].

3.2.1

Block addressing Q-sample Index

Our tool uses an index ﬁle to gain speed-up in the initial, approximate
search. Essentially, this index structure combines q-sample ﬁltration [74]
with block addressing [49].
The index structure is formed as follows. Given database ﬁles containing the database sequences are initially divided into blocks of given size
b. Then, the database sequences are scanned for occurrences of a certain
dinucleotide, AC. These dinucleotide occurrences are expanded to what
we call AC-probes. This expansion is done by taking the ten nucleotides
following the dinucleotides AC, resulting in 12-mers. The blockwise locations of these probes are collected and overly occurring AC-probes are
discarded.
As the result, we have an index consisting of lists of block ID numbers
for the collection of remaining, non-discarded AC-probes. Using this index
structure, our tool can rapidly retrieve blocks with occurrences of a given
AC-probe, or a collection of multiple AC-probes.
Even though we consider our choice of dinucleotide AC good for most
data, based on low mean and low variance of incidence in bacteria, archae
and eukaryotes alike [34, 83, 82], the indexing could as well be based on
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another dinucleotide or longer k-mer.
Additionally, as another preprocessing step, we k-mer encode the text
and save it in a binary format.

3.2.2

Initial Search

The initial search phase compares the AC-probe proﬁles of database
blocks, which were retrieved in the indexing phase, to the AC-probe proﬁles of patterns. If a block has many AC-probes in common with the pattern, the block in question is considered having a high probability of containing an approximate occurrence of the pattern. Such blocks will be
further reﬁned in the alignment phase, or if speciﬁed by the user, the
search can be stopped here and the blocks together with the amount of
matching AC-probes in them will be reported.

3.2.3

Alignment

The last reﬁning phase in our tool is the alignment phase. In this phase,
we use BG algorithm [69] together with the k-mer encoded text to ﬁnd
short (11 nt) exact matches between the pattern and the blocks of text
that were passed on by the initial search phase. The promising clusters
of such exact matches are extended into alignments between parts of the
pattern and parts of the text block. See Section 2.3 and 2.4 in [PI] for
details on thresholds deﬁning promising clusters, and the reasoning for
choices behind these and other parameters.
As the output, our approach, the Genomic Alignment Search Tool
(GAST), reports the start and end sites of aforementioned alignments in
both the pattern and the database. The number of mismatches and gaps is
also reported. Additionally, there is an option to output an approximated
alignment.

3.3

Experiments

The GAST algorithm reviewed in Section 3.2 and more elaborately described in Section 2 in [PI] was implemented in C++. The query time and
error tolerance of GAST on a set of typical alignment tasks was compared
with those of general alignment tools Mega BLAST [84] and BLAT [35].
On a separate set of experiments the query time on an exon mapping task
and the mapping quality of these three approaches were compared with
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those of a mapping tool GMAP [81]. In this section, these experiments are
reviewed. See Section 3 in [PI] for full details.
All the runs were performed on a machine with 1GB DDRII RAM
(667MHz) and an Intel Core 2 Duo T5500 (1.66 GHz) processor, running
Ubuntu 7.04. All the run times in this section are times used by the
program itself and any library subroutines it calls. The tests were later
repeated on another machine with 6 GB of RAM in order to eliminate
possible paging effects. No bias of this sort was detected.
Data.

When comparing the performance of GAST and Mega BLAST

on general alignment, searches were made against a database consisting of the whole human genome received from the Ensembl genome
database [30]. The release in question was based on the NCBI 36 assembly of the human genome. In the case of BLAT, the system used for
the runs lacked the memory to perform searches against the whole human
genome. Therefore, another set of searches with BLAT, Mega BLAST, and
GAST were performed against the chromosome 1 of the same genome. The
patterns used in the alignment tasks will be described separately below.
For the exon mapping tasks, we had a collection of 6721 cDNA
sequences, corresponding to various transcripts originating from human chromosome 1. The sequences were retrieved from the BioMart
database [57] and were 2000 nucleotides long on average. The starting
and ending positions of exons in the sequences were also retrieved.
Results.

Necessary preprocessing for GAST, Mega BLAST and BLAT

was made for the full genome and the chromosome 1 separately. On the
full genome, preprocessing for GAST took 639.3 s, while for Mega BLAST
it took 157.6 s. The index required to be read in memory totaled 79.5 MB
in the case of GAST and 734.8 MB in the case of Mega BLAST. For full
details, see Section 3 and Table 1 in [PI].
Query times for aligning the sequences of length 1000 and 5000 nucleotides on data sets described above were tracked for the three tools.
These sequences were randomly sampled from the text. The results can
be seen in Figures 3 and 4 in [PI]. As a summary of these results, we have
listed average query time per pattern for these experiments in Table 3.1.
Comparing these average query times for the sequences of length 1000,
GAST was 50.0 times faster than Mega BLAST on the full genome, but
only 18.3 times faster on the chromosome 1. For query sequence length
5000, the respective numbers were 72.1 and 19.1. With chromosome 1
and query lengths 1000 and 5000, GAST was 4.8 and 10.2 times faster
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Table 3.1. Average query time per pattern in milliseconds for GAST, BLAT and Mega
BLAST on chromosome 1 and full genome, with query lengths 1000 and 5000
nucleotides.

Database

Chromosome 1

Full Genome

Query length

1000

5000

1000

5000

GAST

84.09

374.51

106.22

380.3

BLAT

399.69

3824.64

N/A

N/A

Mega BLAST

1536.09

7151.8

5308.82

27445.76

Table 3.2. The run times for the mapping of 6721 cDNA sequences on human chromosome 1, allowing introns.

BLAT

Mega BLAST

GMAP

GAST

286m 40.3s

45m 19.2s

14m 52.4s

1m 13.7s

than BLAT, respectively.
We also compared the error tolerance of GAST, Mega BLAST and
BLAT, by adding increasing quantities of random point mutations to the
query sequences of length 5000. We noted that Mega BLAST and BLAT
reliably aligned sequences to roughly correct locations up to an error rate
of 0.12, while GAST reported correct alignments up to an error rate of
0.17. By adjusting the parameters of GAST, we were able to align sequences reliably up to an error rate of 0.25.
Lastly, GAST, Mega BLAST, BLAT and a mapping tool GMAP were
tested on a set of exon mapping tasks. The 6721 cDNA sequences were
mapped against the human chromosome 1. The query times for this task
are listed in Table 3.2. Figure 3.4 in [PI] depicts the exon mapping quality
of each tool. To encapsulate the mapping qualities, we note that all tools
were able to reliably map exons of length 30 nucleotides and up. As exon
length increased above this, Mega BLAST and GAST achieved roughly an
exon mapping quality of 0.95, while BLAT and GMAP achieved quality of
0.97 and up.
The run times given in Table 3.2 show remarkable differences between
the four tools, GAST being the fastest. The notable relative increase of
run time for BLAT is mainly due to disabling fast DNA/DNA remapping,
which needs to be disabled to allow introns.
Analysis of results.

We have shown that GAST is capable of both error

tolerant alignment and high quality exon mapping. This suggests that
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the presented approach is very suitable for typical approximate matching
problems. Regarding query times, GAST was able to outperform all the
other tools in the comparison by a very notable margin. As the length of
the pattern or the length of the text increased, the relative gap between
GAST and other approaches grew further.
The main restriction of GAST is that the patterns have to be long
enough to contain enough AC-probes to work with in the initial search
phase. Due to this limitation, we do not encourage using the presented
approach for patterns below 200 nucleotides in length. However, we would
like to note that before proceeding in searching a pattern, it is possible to
draw conclusions on whether or not we can reliably produce an extensive
list of best hits for the pattern, based on the number of AC-probes the
pattern contains. Note that due to block addressing, individual exons can
still be as short as 30 nucleotides.
We have demonstrated that by combining block addressing and qsampling, it is possible to develop a mapping and alignment approach
that is fast and has a relatively small and adjustable memory footprint.
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4. Multi-pattern Matching with
Compressed Sufﬁx Arrays

In the problem frames of bioinformatics, it is not uncommon to search
for multiple sequences successively in the same text database. However,
the possible improvements related to searching multiple patterns at once
were not studied very broadly at the time of writing [PII], when considering the cases of searching the patterns in an index structure.
The focus of this chapter is to seek possible improvements in one case
of searching multiple patterns in an index structure. The index structure that is being considered is a self-index, the compressed sufﬁx array
(CSA) [12, 25, 61, 65]. More speciﬁcally, this chapter focuses on the cases
where one or more preprocessed sets of patterns are being searched in
multiple preprocessed text databases. In such a problem frame, the preprocessing of a set of patterns needs to be done only once per set, but as
the single set will be searched multiple times, the cost of the preprocessing is spread over multiple searches. Because of this, it is not reasonable
to take the preprocessing times directly into account when looking at the
run-time of a single search.
Moreover, the focus of this work is on exact matching which can be
seen as a starting point for more practical implementations, including
approximate matching. Even in bioinformatics, where exact matching is
rarely sought after, it is noteworthy that a large number of successful tools
use exact matching as part of a seed-and-extend methodology.
Lastly, this chapter focuses on a setting where we have the CSA of
the text and a separate copy of the text itself, allowing swift extraction of
substrings of the text.
Previous work.

The idea of exploiting common substrings in alignment

was ﬁrst proposed in [38]. Landau and Ziv-Ukelson showed how to compute the part of the edit distance matrix corresponding to a common substring only once, such that one could extend the alignment directly at all
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occurrences of the common substring. Although more general than ours
in supporting approximate search, the authors do not consider a setting
with indexed text.

4.1

Methods for Multi-pattern Matching with Compressed Sufﬁx
Arrays

In this section, we review an approach initially presented in [PII]. The
workings of the proposed method are divided into three work phases: preprocessing of the text, preprocessing of the set of patterns, and searching
for the set of patterns in the text. The two preprocessing steps need to be
done only once for each set of patterns and each text. The search phase
uses both of these preprocessing steps to improve speed in the search.

4.1.1

Preprocessing of Text

The text is preprocessed by making a compressed sufﬁx array [66] of it.
The implementation provided in the Pizza&Chili corpus [14] is used to
produce this index.
The most important functionality for the searches that are the focus
of interest of this work is the locate function. Locate function allows for
location of the occ occurrences of a query of length m in a text of length n
in O(m × log(n) + occ × log (n)) time. Here  belongs to (0, 1), depending
on the chosen time-space tradeoff.

4.1.2

Preprocessing of Patterns

The set of patterns is preprocessed in order to ﬁnd a certain set of substrings of the patterns. The goal is to ﬁnd a collection of substrings, where
each substring would occur in a large number of patterns, while still occurring comparatively rarely in the text.
As our initial pool of substrings, we use all phrases produced by the
Re-Pair compression tool [41] when ran on the set of patterns. To select
substrings with few occurrences in the text, we apply a minimum substring length threshold to this set of substrings. Remaining substrings
are then sorted in descending order by the number of patterns in which
the substring occurs and this sorted list is saved. The patterns in which
each substring occurs and the respective offsets from the start of the pattern are saved, as this information is needed in the search phase.
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4.1.3

Searching a Set of Patterns in Text

In the search phase, the preprocessed set of patterns is searched in the
preprocessed text. The substrings obtained during the preprocessing are
searched in the text in descending order by the number of patterns in
which they occur, using the locate functionality of the CSA. For each occurrence of a substring, the possible occurrences of the patterns that include
the substring are checked by character comparison. First the pattern is
compared, character by character, with the text, starting from the beginning of the pattern, continuing up to the occurrence of the substring in
the pattern. This is followed by comparing the characters of the pattern
and the text, starting from the end of the pattern, moving towards the
occurrence of the substring. If any mismatch is found during the exact
matching or if the whole pattern matches the text, the search continues
with processing the next pattern where the substring occurs.
When all occurrences of a substring have been checked with all of the
patterns corresponding to the substring, all of these patterns are marked
as treated. As all occurrences of a pattern are found when checking all
occurrences of a substring of the pattern, the patterns that are marked as
treated need not to be checked when handling later substrings.
After all of the substrings obtained from the preprocessing have been
handled, the remaining patterns that are not yet marked as treated are
searched using the locate functionality of the compressed sufﬁx array for
the full pattern. Alternatively, the search using the substrings can be
terminated after a pre-selected amount of patterns have been marked as
treated, ﬁnishing the remaining patterns with the locate functionality.

4.2

Experiments

The approach reviewed in Section 4.1, and described in Section 2.2 in [PII]
in more detail, was implemented in C++. All the experiments were carried
TM i7 CPU 860 @ 2.80 GHz (8192 kB cache),
R
out using a single IntelCore

with 16 GB RAM, running Ubuntu 10.04.
Data.

The text used was a DNA text of 50 MB in size, obtained from the

Pizza&Chili corpus [14]. The set of patterns consisted of 1000 substring of
length 1000, sampled uniformly at random from the text. It was noticed
that each of these patterns occurred exactly once in the text.
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Results.

The pattern set described above was preprocessed as described

in Section 4.1.2. Minimum substring length used was varied between 25
and 35 nucleotides, resulting in total preprocessing time varying between
0.836 and 0.800 seconds, respectively. After this preprocessing of the pattern set, text was preprocessed by creating a compressed sufﬁx array of
it, using default parameter values. The creation of the index took 22.69
seconds and the total size of the resulting index was 36.8 MB.
The preprocessing steps were followed by searching the set of patterns
from the text. Searches were done separately for each of the minimum
substring lengths: 25, 28, 30 33 and 25. Additionally, the number of patterns allowed to be searched with the proposed method varied from 100 to
500. However, the actual number of patterns that had common substrings
of required length within them was in some cases less than this, resulting
in a smaller number of patterns being handled with the proposed method.
The run-times of the proposed method were compared with searching all
of the patterns with the locate functionality of the compressed sufﬁx array
implementation.
Looking at the full runs of 1000 patterns, the best results were retrieved when using a minimum substring length of 30, resulting in 14.0%
saving in run-times, when 238 patterns were found by using the proposed
method. When considering the average time for a single pattern to be
found by searching the substring and then checking the exact match, the
best results were retrieved when using a minimum substring length of
35, resulting in 71.6% saving in run-times per pattern, when 155 patterns
were found by using the proposed method.
When a pattern was handled using the proposed approach, locating
subpatterns took roughly 88% of the query time, leaving 12% for the exact
matching, averaging over all different minimum substring lengths. For
more elaborate details, see Section 3 in [PII].
Analysis of results.

Locating all occurrences of certain substring of a

pattern using CSA, and then verifying them using naive exact matching
proved to be a reasonable way to improve query times in indexed exact
matching of multiple patterns. In this rather direct approach, there is a
deﬁnite tradeoff between how much performance increase per pattern can
be gained and for how many patterns can this be applied to, when choosing a suitable minimum substring length. See Chapter 7 for a broader
discussion on how this result could be more generally used.
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5. Multi-pattern Matching with
Bidirectional Indexes

In metagenomics a mixture of genomic material is sequenced from an environmental sample [27]. Typically, millions of short DNA reads are produced from the sample with the length of each read varying between 30
and 400 nucleotides depending on sequencing technology, and subsequent
sequence analysis tries to identify the species present in the sample. Sequence analysis can be either fragment assembly -based, as in e.g. [36], or
read alignment -based, as in e.g. [45]. In the former approach, the reads
are ﬁrst assembled into contigs (longer fragments glued together based
on read overlaps) and then compared against reference genomes to locate statistically signiﬁcant local alignments. In the latter approach, the
reads are directly aligned to reference genomes. In the work reviewed in
this chapter, and initially presented in [PIII] and [23], we will focus on
this latter approach.
Such alignment can be efﬁciently done, e.g. using software packages
building on the concepts of BWT [8] and FM-index [12], reviewed in Sections 2.3.1 and 2.3.3. Extensions of these data structures provide very
efﬁcient methods for doing read alignment with few mismatches, see
bowtie [40], bwa [43], SOAP2 [44], readaligner [47].
In this chapter, we review an approach for multi-pattern matching that
takes the special characteristics of metagenomics read alignment into account. The methods above align each read separately without exploiting
the fact that read sets typically cover the same genomic position many
times. Additionally, repetitive areas cause similar reads to be produced.
We are interested in a speciﬁc read alignment scenario with a database
of metagenomics read data sets and reference genomes. In this scenario,
one can afford preprocessing of both kinds of data to speed up the subsequent alignment of new read data set to all known reference genomes as
well as alignment of all existing read data sets to a new reference genome.
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This scenario is indexed multi-pattern matching, as described in Section
2.4, in the frame of metagenomics. The reviewed approach is currently
limited to exact searching; see Chapter 7 for discussion on extensions to
approximate search.
The work reviewed in this chapter was originally motivated by the
work introduced in [PII] and reviewed in Chapter 4. In this section the
focus is on using bidirectional indexes instead of CSAs in the setting of
indexed multi-pattern matching.

5.1

Theoretical Results

5.1.1

Preliminaries

In Section 2.3.5 we explained the concept of the bidirectional FM-index,
operations pushChar, getBranches, concept of bidirectional search step
and methods of taking these steps with a compressed sufﬁx tree. Let us
deﬁne a few more notations that will be used in the following sections.
A sequence of left and right bidirectional search steps or left and right
steps in a compressed sufﬁx tree is referred to as a search path or just
path, when no confusion with path(v) should be possible. Let us consider
a set of patterns P = P1 , P2 , . . . , Pp . A search path is said to be a complete
path, when the path reads all characters in a pattern Pi , thus handling
the pattern Pi . A complete path forest is a collection of trees, containing
complete paths, handling the set P. Moreover, a subpattern B covers a set
of patterns H it occurs in, H ⊂ P.

5.1.2

Bidirectional Search

We construct a bidirectional index for both the text T and the set of p
patterns P1 , P2 , . . . , Pp . More precisely, the pattern index is constructed
for the concatenated string S = #P1 #P2 # · · · #Pp #$, where # is a special separator symbol that does not occur in any of the patterns. Let N
and M denote the total length of the text and the concatenated string of
patterns, respectively. The pattern index stores sufﬁx array (SA) samples
only at separator symbol positions. This requires p log M bits of space,
which might be too much for patterns shorter than log M , but allows O(1)
time locate for SA ranges [i . . j] that are preﬁxed by #.
We assume that the subpattern P is given as input, and the task is to
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locate the occurrences of patterns P1 , P2 , . . . , Pp , that contain subpattern
P , in the text T . In other words, for every Pi that has an occurrence of P ,
we must output all the occurrences of Pi in T . We proceed with the search
as follows.
Initially, the subpattern P is searched from the text and pattern indexes, using pushChar operation. This is followed by extending P recursively to both directions, over all combinations of symbols on the left and
right side of subpatterns occurrences in P1 , P2 , . . . , Pp . The extension is
done alternating between the directions {left, right} — interleaving left
and right symbols during the search. Let us refer to this part of the algorithm as extend(). Details of this full algorithm performing operation
search(P) are described in Figure 1 in [PIII].
Let us now consider the number of steps required when searching a
set of patterns using this approach.
Deﬁnition 1 Let steps(I, P ) denote the number of steps taken by extend()
on bidirectional FM-indexes I on calls from search(P ). Let x = lsize(I, P )
and y = rsize(I, P ) denote the search space size, in the worst case scenario
of text containing occurrences of all the patterns, using bidirectional indexes I when extending P only to the left and only to the right, respectively.

The upper and lower bounds for steps(I, P ) are analyzed in Section 3.1
in [PIII]. Theorem 2 below summarizes the resulting bounds.
Theorem 2 Given text a T of length n, a set of patterns P1 , P2 , . . . , Pp of total length M , and a query pattern P , one can solve the indexed subpattern
search problem of locating patterns Pi1 , Pi2 , . . . containing P as a subpattern and having an occurrence in T , in time O((|P |+steps(I, P ))×log σ) after building bidirectional indexes I for the text and for the pattern set. One
can bound lsize(I, P ) + rsize(I, P ) ≤ steps(I, P ) ≤ lsize(I, P ) × rsize(I, P )
in the worst case instance of text containing all patterns, using the notions
of Deﬁnition 1. The bidirectional indexes I required for the query take
2n log σ(1 + o(1)) + 2M log σ(1 + o(1)) + p log M bits.

5.1.3

Hardness of Subpattern Selection

In the subpattern selection problem, we would like to ﬁnd a set S of subpatterns covering, or handling, all the patterns in the pattern set P and
minimizing the total cost of searching and extending this set of subpat-
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terns. In Section 3.2 in [PIII] we analyze the hardness of this problem.
The main result of this analysis is an observation of a connection between
this problem and the set cover problem.
In Section 3.2 in [PIII] we note that, as the set cover problem, the subpattern selection problem is also NP-hard. However, a positive connection
to set cover also exists; an algorithm analogous to the well-known greedy
approximation algorithm for weighted set cover [76] can be used to compute a greedy subpattern cover: Choose ﬁrst a pattern P which minimizes
|P | + steps(I, P )
,
m(P, P )

(5.1)

where m(P, P ) denotes the number of patterns in P which contain P as a
subpattern. Set P = P \ P , where P denotes the set of patterns covered
by P . Iterate the process until P is empty. The set cover analysis [76] can
be used verbatim to see that the process results in a set of subpatterns
with cost at most log p times the optimal, where p is the size of P. Notice
that here we do not know value steps(I, P ) exactly for any pattern, so we
will only obtain approximation with respect to our estimate on steps(I, P );
the estimation error can be arbitrarily more than the log p factor from the
set cover approximation. Let us later refer to this approach as the greedy
subpattern cover algorithm.

5.1.4

Subpattern Selection Using Afﬁx Trees

The greedy subpattern cover can be computed using afﬁx trees [46, 73].
Here we assume that steps(I, P ) is estimated as a function of lsize(I, P )
and rsize(I, P ), without ﬁxing the exact formula.
The afﬁx tree of a string T incorporates the sufﬁx tree of both T and its
reversed string T R . An internal node in the afﬁx tree can have both sufﬁx
and preﬁx descendants: the outgoing sufﬁx edges (resp. preﬁx edges) point
to the descendants of the corresponding node in the sufﬁx tree of T (resp.
T R ). For each node v in the sufﬁx tree of T (resp. T R ), there exists a
corresponding node in the afﬁx tree having the upward sufﬁx edge (resp.
preﬁx edge) labels equal to path(v). The total number of nodes and edges
is O(n). Afﬁx trees can be constructed in linear time and space [46].
The greedy subpattern cover algorithm requires us to compute
lsize(I, P ), rsize(I, P ), and m(P, P ) values. The latter values can be computed with the color set size algorithm [31]. It stores, for all nodes v in
the sufﬁx tree of P1 $P2 $ · · · Pp $, the number of patterns in P which have
path(v) as a subpattern. The algorithm requires linear time and space —
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we omit the technical details.
To compute lsize(I, P ) and rsize(I, P ) values, we ﬁrst build an afﬁx
tree for the concatenated string S = #P1 #P2 # · · · #Pp #$, where # is a
special separator symbol, # ∈ Σ. Using this afﬁx tree, we can take bidirectional search steps to either left or right from any node of the tree. Due
to this property, we can ﬁnd the lsize(I, path(v)) and rsize(I, path(v)) for
each node of the tree. Section 3.3 in [PIII] explains this in full detail.
Using O(M log M ) bits of space and O(M ) time, we can save these values and ﬁnd the pattern minimizing the function shown in Equation 5.1.
With this approach, we arrive at the following theorem.
Theorem 3 Given a set of patterns P1 , P2 , . . . , Pp of total length M , the
greedy subpattern cover algorithm of Section 5.1.3 can be implemented to
work in O(M p∗ ) time using O(M log M ) bits of space, where p∗ ≤ p is the
number of selected subpatterns.

5.1.5

Subpattern Selection Using Bidirectional Compressed
Sufﬁx Trees

Next, we aim for a solution of O(M log σ) bits. To achieve this, we use
compressed sufﬁx trees, one for S = #P1 #P2 # · · · #Pp #$ and one for S R
(i.e. latter being preﬁx tree). Let us denote these two compressed sufﬁx
trees S and P (standing for sufﬁx and preﬁx). In Section 3.4 in [PIII] we
describe in detail how to keep the sufﬁx array intervals of these two trees
updated and corresponding to each other. Essentially, if we have a node v
and its sufﬁx array range [l . . r] in S, we can compute the corresponding
sufﬁx array range [l . . r ] in P by
l ← P.SA−1 [n − (S.SA[rminq(A, l, r)] + S.sdepth(v))] and
r ← P.SA−1 [n − (S.SA[rmaxq(A, l, r)] + S.sdepth(v))].
Here A[i] = P.SA−1 [n − S.SA[i]] for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, while rminq(A, l, r) and
rmaxq(A, l, r) return pointers to the minimum and maximum values in
range [l . . r] in the vector A, respectively. With this conversion, it is possible to take left and right bidirectional search steps in this pair of compressed sufﬁx trees and compute lsize and rsize values for all nodes the
same way as in Section 5.1.4.
Finally, the space bottleneck in the computation is the storage of rsize
values in S and lsize values in P. The rsize values in S can be computed
during depth-ﬁrst traversal and need not be stored, but one may still need
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to maintain O(n) values in a stack each occupying O(log n) bits; this can
be improved to O(n) bits by maintaining dynamic partial sums data structures both for the stack and for the values following almost verbatim the
algorithm in [16].
Storage of lsize values in P in O(n) bits can be achieved by sampling.
There are O(n/(log n)) nodes for which computing lsize takes Ω(log n)
time. For these nodes, we save the lsize values, which takes a total of
O(n) bits. Now, the running time for computing the linking and ﬁnding
the node minimizing the function shown in Equation 5.1 depends on the
chosen compressed sufﬁx tree, but O(n log n) time can be achieved e.g. using the compressed sufﬁx tree presented in [68]. Thus, we arrive at the
following theorem.
Theorem 4 Given a set of patterns P1 , P2 , . . . , Pp of total length M , the
greedy subpattern cover algorithm of Section 5.1.3 can be implemented to
work in O(M log M p∗ ) time using O(M log σ) bits of space, where p∗ ≤ p is
the number of selected subpatterns.
Notice that one can get different time-space tradeoffs and more accurate bounds by choosing an appropriate compressed sufﬁx tree variant.

5.2

Practical Multi-pattern Matching

5.2.1

Practical Preprocessing

In this section, we review the practical approach for pattern set preprocessing, initially introduced in Section 4.1 in [PIII]. This preprocessing, as
the approaches reviewed in Sections 5.1.4 and 5.1.5, aims to minimize the
query time of ﬁnding the occurrences of a pattern set P = P1 , P2 , . . . , Pp
in a bidirectional index I. The practical approach uses a CST T of the
concatenation S = #P1 #P2 # · · · #Pp #$. Let us denote, for a node v and a
subpattern B = T .path(v)
lsizev = lsize(I, T .path(v))
rsizev = rsize(I, T .path(v))
stepsv = steps(I, T .path(v))
mv = m(P, T .path(v)).
Now, preprocessing searches the tree T for the node v minimizing the
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function

T .sdepth(v) + stepsv
.
mv

(5.2)

The full details of ﬁnding this minimizing node v are given in Section
4.1 and Figure 3 in [PIII], which shows a pseudocode of the preprocessing.
First, we prepare T for calculating mv for any node in O(1) time, using
methods introduced in [67]. This preprocessing takes O(M × tlca ) time,
where M = |S| and tlca is the time taken by lowest common ancestor
operation in the CST. The resulting data structure uses 2M + o(M ) bits of
space on top of the space required by the CST.
After this preparation, we collect and save lsizev for each v in T . This
is done by following the Weiner links, allowing left bidirectional steps to
be taken in a CST T , as described in Section 2.3.5. This takes O(M 2 +
σ × M × twl ) time, where twl is the time taken by following a Weiner link,
but as we quickly skip previously visited nodes in line 1 of the pseudocode
shown in Figure 3 in [PIII], the σ × M × twl -term dominates in practice.
We save the lsizev for each node v ∈ T , requiring O(M log M ) bits of space.
Once lsizev has been calculated and saved for all nodes, we calculate
the rsizev for each v ∈ T . This can be done by following the edges of the
CST, as described in Section 2.3.5. As we calculate the rsizev for a node v,
we also calculate the mv and the value of minimizing function 5.2, keeping
track of the smallest minimizing function value and the corresponding
node. This takes O(M × sSA × tφ ) time, where sSA × tφ is the time it takes
to access an element of the compressed sufﬁx array of the compressed
sufﬁx tree.
When a minimizing node v for a tree T has been found, the set of
patterns P is updated by removing the patterns H that are covered by
B = T .path(v).
A bidirectional index is formed from the #-separated concatenation of
patterns in H. Bidirectional search steps are taken in accordance with the
subpattern B = T .path(v). This is followed by taking possible search steps
to left and right by turns, keeping track of added characters. Pseudocode
describing this in detail is shown in lines 1–20 of Figure 3 in [PIII]. Execution of this algorithm mimics running the search algorithm in Figure 1
in [PIII] with a text containing at least one occurrence for each of the patterns in H. The added characters and the corresponding directions of the
steps are saved into a tree structure A, which is serialized and saved to a
ﬁle. This takes O((T .sdepth(v)+stepsv )×log σ) time for each optimal node
v. Construction of this structure is a practical improvement over the ap-
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proaches suggested in Section 5.1.2, moving large portion of the work that
was previously done in the searching phase to the preprocessing phase.
Once the tree A is saved, the preprocessing starts over again with the
updated P. This procedure is repeated, until P is empty, resulting in a
ﬁle containing a complete path forest F for the original pattern set. The
size of this forest is at most log p times the optimal, with respect to our
estimate on stepsv .
As the sets H sum up to original set P, construction of all the bidirectional indexes can be done in O(M log σ) time, the largest index requiring
2M log σ + o(M log σ) bits of space in the worst case.

5.2.2

Practical Searching

The search phase reads the complete path forest F created by the preprocessing. The pseudocode of the search is shown in lines 21–33 of Figure
4 in [PIII]. The search works with a bidirectional index I of the text T ,
updating the intervals [sf . . ef ] and [sr . . er] of forward and reverse text
index, respectively. The intervals are updated by calling the pushChar
function in accordance with the left and right sequences saved in the
edges of the trees in the forest F. As long as [sf . . ef ] is not empty, the
child nodes of the node currently being processed are processed in the
same way, branching the search. Whenever a leaf of a path tree A is read,
a pattern is handled. If the resulting interval [sf . . ef ] is not empty, it
corresponds to the occurrences of the pattern in the text T .
Let a path tree A be created from the optimal node v in the tree
T . Processing all steps in the tree A takes a total of O((T .sdepth(v) +
stepsv ) × log σ) time. However, due to getting rid of the requirement of
using getBranches operations for each step in the search phase, this is
notably faster than executing the search algorithm in Figure 1 in [PIII]
in practice.

5.2.3

Adjusting Minimizing Function

During the construction of the complete path forest F for P, in the function add_tree_lr of Figure 4 in [PIII], it is possible to calculate the actual
stepsv for each optimal node v. Whenever a character c is added to lseq or
rseq of a node in lines 9, 10 or 14 of Figure 4 in [PIII], stepsv is incremented
by 1. Thus using sum of these additions, we can approximate stepsv as a
function of lsizev and rsizev for the optimal nodes resulting from prepro-
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cessing P. Taking advantage of this observation in the following allows
improvement of the search times in practice.
As the left and right pushChar operations of a bidirectional index are
symmetrical, the most reasonable distinction between the two sizes is by
their value. Thus, we assign
s ← min(lsize, rsize)

and

l ← max(lsize, rsize)

and approximate the stepsv as a weighted sum
w1 l + w2 s + w3 ls + w4 l2 + w5 s2 ,
resulting in using
value ← (d + w1 l + w2 s + w3 ls + w4 l2 + w5 s2 )/get_df(node)
in place of line 27 of Figure 3 in [PIII].
The weights are initially set to w = [1, 1, 0, 0, 0] to correspond to the
original minimizing function. The weights are updated iteratively, doing
a least absolute deviations (LAD) ﬁtting of the weights using the data
consisting of [s, l, steps] values for all minimal nodes for the original set P.
After i iterations of preprocessing with updated w, one can choose the
weights resulting in the least total steps for the complete path forest,
saving the corresponding forest as the result of the preprocessing.

5.3

Experiments

The algorithms described in Section 5.2 were implemented in C++, compiling with gcc-4.4.5 -03 -funroll-loops. All experiments were run on
R
a single core of Inteli7
860 @ 2.8 GHz, 16 GB RAM, running Ubuntu

10.10. Functionalities for the construction and the basic operations of
compressed sufﬁx trees use the cst_sct3 class from the Succinct Data
Structure Library (SDSL) version 0.9.8 [22]. For the bidirectional index,
we use implementation by Schnattinger et al. [71]. See Section 5 in [PIII]
for full details on these experiments.
Data.

We experimented the preprocessing and the searching using a 50

MB DNA text from the Pizza & Chili Corpus [14]. Sampling from this
text, we created pattern sets deﬁned by three parameters. First parameter was the pattern length (pLen). The second parameter, length of origin
(O) deﬁned the length of the text area where the set of patterns would be
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obtained from. Third parameter, coverage (C) affects the resulting number of patterns (nPats) so that nPats = C × O/pLen patterns were randomly sampled from this text area. The following ranges of these parameters were studied: C ∈ [1 . . 16], pLen ∈ [40 . . 200] and O ∈ [500 . . 8000],
resulting in a total of 480 sets of patterns.
Results.

To evaluate the run time of preprocessing, ten repeats of prepro-

cessing with the aforementioned 480 pattern sets were done. Minimizing
function weights used for these preprocessing experiments were ﬁxed to
w = [1, 1, 0, 0, 0]. Average time per symbol rate of the preprocessing, as the
function of pattern set size (pLen × nPats), is shown in Figure 5.1, top.
Time taken per symbol increases linearly when the size of the pattern
set increases, while pLen and C are ﬁxed. As the coverage C increases,
other parameters being ﬁxed, the time per symbol decreases, as can be
seen from the decrease of the slope in Figure 5.1, top. As the pattern
length pLen increases, other parameters being ﬁxed, the number of patterns in the set will decrease, causing the time per symbol to decrease.
Preprocessing times were dominated by the find_minimizing_node algorithm of Figure 3 in [PIII], accounting for an average of 94.8% of the time.
The peak memory consumption of preprocessing, calculated as the sum
of peak heap size and peak stack size, was tracked for the same collection
of 480 pattern sets. The memusage tool available from the Pizza & Chili
Corpus [14] was used for this task.
The pattern length and coverage have little effect on the peak memory consumption of preprocessing when the pattern set size is ﬁxed. With
pattern set sizes starting from 5 × 104 characters, the peak memory consumption increases linearly as the pattern set size increases. Rate of this
increasing peak memory consumption was 115 to 125 bytes per symbol,
decreasing slightly with shorter patterns and larger pattern sets. The
peak memory consumption was between 3.9 and 14.5 MB for all pattern
sets.
Preprocessing with the same collection of pattern sets was repeated,
this time doing 10 iterations of re-assigning the minimizing function
weights, using w = [1, 1, 0, 0, 0] as the starting point, as described in Section 5.2.3. Complete path forests with least total steps were saved for
each pattern set.
To evaluate the search times, the search_forest algorithm of Figure
4 in [PIII] was run for the 480 pattern sets. Let us denote the execution of this algorithm for the preprocessing done with minimizing func-
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Figure 5.1. Top: Average time per symbol rate (s/(104 symbols)), over ten repeats of preprocessing, as a function of pattern set size. Bottom: Ratio tFwd /tSf for both
approaches Sfabs and Sfdef as a function of pattern set size. In both ﬁgures,
the coverage varies horizontally from 1 to 16, the pattern length varies vertically from 40 to 200. Note that the axes in the left and right halves of the
ﬁgures differ. This Figure is a reproduction of Figure 5 in [PIII].
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tion weights w = [1, 1, 0, 0, 0] as Sfdef and the search done with weights
optimized as described above as Sfabs . The performance of these two approaches was compared with searching the same pattern set with forward
search of a bidirectional index, calling pushChar operation for each character of a pattern with d ← right. This is the baseline approach one would
use to search the pattern set using a bidirectional index. Let us denote
this last approach as Fwd . Let us denote the time taken by the Fwd and Sf
methods for searching a set of patterns as tFwd and tSf , respectively. Now,
the ratio tFwd /tSf as a function of pattern set size, for both approaches
Sfabs and Sfdef is shown in Figure 5.1, bottom.
In all cases, the Sf methods were faster than Fwd . For both Sf methods, the ratio increases as coverage increases. With Sfabs the increase
is more drastic than with the default weights used in preprocessing for
Sfdef . As the lengths of the patterns increase, Sfdef loses its edge over Fwd
slightly. However, Sfabs does not suffer from this phenomenon.
Finally, we used memusage to evaluate the peak memory consumption
of the three approaches. The memory consumption of the search is dominated by the bidirectional index of the text, occupying 64.14 MB of RAM.
For the Fwd method, additional peak memory consumption on top of this
was 900–1400 bytes for all pattern sets. For the Sf methods, the respective peak memory consumption range was 12200–20600 bytes. Overall,
the added memory consumption of the Sf methods is very small in comparison with the memory requirement of keeping the text index in memory.
Analysis of results.

The sizes of pattern sets and text database used in

our experiments are arguably somewhat smaller than the data that would
be most likely used in a typical metagenomic read alignment setting. Nevertheless, the datasets used were sufﬁcient to show the improvement one
can obtain by using the presented techniques. We were able to remarkably
improve the speed of searching a pattern set in this setting, due to shown
preprocessing. With the coverage value of 16, we were able to commonly
obtain 3-fold improvement over the baseline approach. In a metagenomic
setting, the read coverage is typically in this range or larger, which should
result in a more signiﬁcant improvement.
One should also note that the reduced search times follow from the
reduced number of search steps one has to do to process each pattern set.
Thus the improvement was not merely a result of technical and practical
tuning of the implementation details.
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6. A Graph-theoretical Approach for
Motif Discovery in Protein
Sequences

Various approaches have been taken for discovering over-represented
motifs within a set of protein sequences, including expectationmaximization [4], Gibbs sampling [18, 56] and graph-based [17, 54, 58, 62]
approaches. However, most of these approaches have been developed to
search motifs of ﬁxed length speciﬁable by the user or motifs that do not
allow for any gaps. While identifying gapped motifs is time consuming,
many of the motifs included in databases such as PROSITE [32] and
ELM [60] contain gaps of various lengths.
In this chapter, we review a graph-based motif discovery approach initially presented in [PIV]. Our approach is able to search for variablelength motifs and allows for gaps within putative motifs. Another less
common advantage of our approach is incrementality, i.e. we can add more
sequences to our analysis without rebuilding the graphs from scratch.
In recent years, there have been a few graph-based methods developed
for motif discovery in DNA or protein sequences, e.g. [17, 54, 58, 62]. In
particular, Pathward et al. [58] also use de Bruijn graphs to search for
motifs within a set of protein sequences. However, there are a few essential differences between our approach and theirs. First of all, in a study
by Patwardhan, Tang, Kim and Dalkilic [58] the authors construct only
one de Bruijn graph for the set of all initial sequences, which can lead
to the creation of artiﬁcial motifs formed by the concatenation of various
segments from different initial sequences. To avoid this problem, we construct one graph for each input sequence, ensuring in this way that the
obtained motifs actually appear as subsequences in the input set. Another
important difference between the two methods appears in the handling of
gaps. In the study by Patwardhan, Tang, Kim and Dalklic [58], the authors modify the initial de Bruijn graph such that each node is replaced
by a set of nodes illustrating all possible combinations of gap occurrences
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(with the number of gaps being at most half the size of the sequence stored
in that node). In our approach, we add a new character every time we
count the possible number of amino acids that can occur in a particular
position when we traverse the graphs searching for a new motif, and, depending on this number, we decide whether there is a gap for a particular
amino acid. Also, after generating a set of potential motifs, we use a combination of four scoring functions to obtain a sorted list of the results.
In the following sections, we review the operational principles of our
approach and present experimental results comparing our method with
MEME [4], which is one of the most widely used methods in the ﬁeld, and
GLAM2 (Gapped Local Alignment of Motifs) [18], which is a generalized
version of the gapless Gibbs sampling algorithm [56].

6.1

Methods

Our graph-theoretical approach uses de Bruijn graphs to search for motifs
within a set of protein sequences. When tackling this task, one receives
a set of possibly related sequences and aims to identify the substrings
that appear signiﬁcantly more often than other sequences and have some
given properties. The focus of this work is on ﬁnding arbitrarily long,
extensible-length, ﬂexible gap motifs. That is, we search for motifs in the
form of regular expressions:
A1 − x(p1 , q1 ) − A2 − x(p2 , q2 ) − · · · − Ar ,

(6.1)

where Ai are continuous sequences of amino acids and −x(pi , qi )− represents a gap with a length at least pi and at most qi . Moreover, at a
given position a block, Ai , may also contain some ambiguous characters,
i.e. there might be several choices for the characters appearing on that
particular slot.
Our approach consists of three phases: graph construction, graph
traversal and the scoring of putative motifs.

6.1.1

Graph Construction

In this section, the alphabet, Σ, consists of 1-letter codes for the 20 amino
acids that make up any protein sequence. Let S1 , . . . , Sn ∈ Σ∗ be a set of
n protein sequences of lengths l1 , . . . , ln , respectively, and let k be a ﬁxed
parameter. For each input sequence, Si , we construct a de Bruijn graph,
Gi = (Vi , Ei ), where Vi and Ei are two disjunct sets, i.e. the set of nodes
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and the set of edges. In particular, Vi contains an individual node for all
distinct substrings of length k; throughout this section, we will use the
term node to refer both to a node in this graph and to the corresponding
k-mer. If a1 a2 . . . ak ak+1 is a subword of length k + 1 in sequence Si , then
we put a directed edge labeled (a1 , ak+1 ) from the node corresponding to
the preﬁx, a1 . . . ak , in the direction of the node corresponding to the sufﬁx,
a2 . . . ak+1 :

(a1 ,ak+1 )

a1 . . . ak −−−−−−→ a2 . . . ak+1 .
Additionally, our approach needs to ﬁnd the similar node pairs in
and between the graphs. To achieve this, we need to deﬁne a similarity measure. We measure the similarity between two nodes, v and v  , as

Sk (v, v  ) = ki=1 S(vi , vi ), where S(vi , vi ) is the similarity of the characters
vi and vi according to the Blosum62 similarity matrix [29].
With a naive direct approach, calculating the similarity between all
pairs of N nodes, each representing a string of length k, takes O(N 2 × k)
time. We have devised a variation of the SS-tree [79] to optionally improve
this in practice. In order to use such similarity indexing, we ﬁrst need to
convert the similarities, S(x, y), between two amino acids, given by the
Blosum62 matrix, into distances, D(x, y). Moreover, our similarity indexing approach requires that the triangle inequality of D(a, b) + D(b, c) ≥
D(a, c) holds true for all a, b, c ∈ Σ. To achieve this, we use a method
from [6] to transform the Blosum62 matrix into a metric distance between
pairs of amino acids. In particular, we create the distance matrix, D, by
setting each cell as follows:
D(x, y) =

S(x, x) + S(y, y) − S(x, y) − S(y, x)
.
2

Then, the distance between two k-mers, u, v ∈ Σk , of length k is Dk (u, v) =
k
i=1 D(ui , vi ). Since the distance matrix converted from Blosum62 is
static, it is easy to check that the triangle inequality holds true for all
amino-acid triplets.
In order to decide whether two k-mers are similar to each other, we use
a similarity threshold and its transformation into a distance threshold.
Essentially, we calculate the average distances between roughly matching
and mismatching amino-acid pairs, denoted as mat and mis, respectively.
See Section “De Bruijn graphs construction” in [PIV] for full details on
calculating mat and mis. Now, we deﬁne the distance threshold TD =
k × (0.8 × mat + 0.2 × mis). The similarity threshold, TS , is calculated
in nearly identical fashion, using similarity values, S(x, y), instead of the
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distances values, D(x, y), when calculating mat and mis.
Now that we have a distance measure and threshold, we can use SStree-like similarity indexing when searching for similar node pairs. Our
approach constructs a simple tree, initially containing just a blank root
node. A new node, v, corresponding to a k-mer can be added to the tree by
using the AddNode(v) function described in lines 1-12 of Figure 1 in [PIV].
All nodes similar to the v node can be found in the tree by using the
FindPairs(v) function described in lines 13-17 of Figure 1 in [PIV]. Once
the similar node pairs have been found, they can be linked and the exact
similarity, Sk (i, j), of all such nS pairs can be reported in O(nS × k) time.
With the linked pairs, we can calculate a property denoted as weight, w(v),
for each node as follows:


w(v) =
v  ∈G

j ,j∈[1..n],j=i,Dk

Sk (v, v  ).
(v,v  )≤T

(6.2)

D

Simultaneously, for each node, v ∈ Gi , and all 1 ≤ j ≤ n, j = i, we
identify the node, vj ∈ Gj , such that
Sk (v, vj ) = maxv ∈Gj Sk (v, v  ).
Moreover, if Dk (v, vj ) ≤ TD , then we add a directed edge from v to vj .
If we have the maximum similarity value for multiple nodes, then we
include all directed edges from v to each of these nodes. From now on,
we will refer to these edges as inter-component edges. If the SS-tree-like
optimization described above is not used, the distance threshold condition
is replaced with a similarity threshold condition, Sk (v, v  ) ≤ TS , instead in
both Equation 6.2, and when adding inter-component edges.
Lastly, we compute the generalized multiplicity, gm(v), for each node,
v ∈ Gi , which represents the number of graphs accessible through intercomponent edges from node v.

6.1.2

Graph Traversal

In the graph traversal phase, our aim is to effectively reduce the search
space for motif discovery and produce a list of promising candidate motifs.
We start this by ﬁrst constructing a set:
SM ax = {v ∈ G1 ∪ · · · ∪ Gn | gm(v) ≥ τ × n},
where τ is a parameter indicating the minimal proportion of input sequences required to contain occurrences of the k-mers stored in these
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initial nodes. The nodes in the set, SM ax , are then sorted in decreasing
order based on their gm-values. Furthermore, the nodes with the same
gm-value are sorted in decreasing order based on their weights.
We continue by choosing the top node, v, on this list and by following
the inter-component edges originating from this node. Let V now consist
of the node v and all the nodes that are connected to it via a single intercomponent edge. Using this set of nodes and the graphs containing them,
we construct the ﬁrst consensus word: wC . Initially we set wC = v and
start adding letters to the left and right of it.
Let us suppose that we want to add letters to the right of it; the other
case is symmetric. We deﬁne 20 counters, CX , with X ∈ Σ; these counters
will be used to decide which letters should be added at each step.
By knowing the set of nodes, V, we can use the counters, CX , to store
the number of nodes that have an outgoing edge with the letter X ∈ Σ.
(a1 ,a2 )

More formally, for each vi ∈ V and for each edge, vi −−−−→ vi , labeled by
(a1 , a2 ) with a1 , a2 ∈ Σ, we increase the counter, Ca2 . (When we want to
add letters to the left of the consensus word, we still need to look at the
(a1 ,a2 )

edges, vi −−−−→ vi , labeled by (a1 , a2 ) and increase the counter, Ca1 .)
Next, we use a combination of two statistical tests, the Q-test and the
F -test, to identify the set of amino acids with the highest counter values,
CX , that form a separate set. See the Section “A novel graph-based motif
discovery method” in [PIV] for full details on this.
As a result, we obtain a sorted list, C, corresponding to a set of amino
acids, A, which will be output in square brackets in our regular expression
representation to indicate that each of its elements is allowed to appear
at the given position in the motif. Moreover, if the size of this set is larger
than a given threshold, then we consider that position to be a gap in our
motif, i.e. any amino acid is a successful match; we take 9 as the value for
this threshold.
After identifying the letters added to the consensus word, in each
graph, we follow the edges of the nodes, vi ∈ V, which are labeled by
the letter corresponding to the highest counter value. If there is no such
edge, then we will move alongside the edge labeled by the letter corresponding to the next value in the ordered list, C. If in some graph there is
no possible alternative to continue the traversal, then we simply remove
the graph and the corresponding initial sequence from our search procedure. To simulate a breakpoint in the motif, we use a parameter, pb ≥ 0,
bounding the number of consecutive gaps allowed.
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We also ensure that the number of times any node is visited during
traversal is never greater than the number of times that the corresponding k-mer occurs in the corresponding initial sequence.
Once a putative motif, wC , has been constructed, we save its gm,
weight and the number of sequences that correspond to the set V at the
end of the traversal, which we denote as the support, or Sup(wC ). Following this, we mark the initial node, v, and decrease the weights of all
visited nodes to make it less probable that an iteration of traversal will be
initialized from them. Finally, we re-sort the SM ax list and take the new
non-marked top node, v  , as the next starting point for the traversal. In
this way, we generate a set of motif candidates from the entries in SM ax
that are over-represented in the set of input sequences.

6.1.3

Scoring of Putative Motifs

To measure the signiﬁcance of a candidate motif, M , we use the summation of four different functions: (i) the generalized multiplicity and (ii)
weight of the initial node from which a particular motif was found, (iii) the
LogOdd measure providing the degree of surprise for M and (iv) a newly
introduced measure called credibility. All of these scores are normalized
to ﬁt in the range of [0, 1].
Generalized multiplicity and weight were explained in Section 6.1.1.
These measures indicate two levels of repetitiveness for the initial node,
v, from which a particular motif, M , was found.
The LogOdd measure compares the observed frequency of occurrence
of a given motif with the expected probability of occurrence, which can be
computed using a given background distribution. For a given candidate
motif, M , we compute its LogOdd value using the following formula:
LogOdd(M ) = log(

(1/n) × Sup(M )
),
P (M )

(6.3)

where n is the number of input sequences we want to analyze, Sup(M ) ≤
gm(M ) is the support of M , i.e. the number of graphs that remained at
the end of our search for M , and P (M ) is the expected probability of M .
To compute P (M ), we can use the following formula:
P (M ) =

|Bj |
l 


P (bj,r ),

(6.4)

j=1 r=1

where P (bj,r ) is the frequency of the character bj,r occurring on the j-th
position in M , which is computed using the background distribution, and
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r ∈ [1, |Bj |] runs through the characters at each position of our regular expression presentation of the putative motif. For instance, if M = AV [GC],
then its probability is P (M ) = P (A) × P (V ) × (P (G) + P (C)). The background distribution used was chosen based on the frequencies of amino
acids in the Swiss-Prot database [5].
The fourth function used in our scoring schema is the credibility measure, which is deﬁned as the average (over the length of the motif) of the
counter values of the amino acids appearing at each position 1 ≤ j ≤ l
of the motif and normalized based on the sum of the counter values at
each position. When we have several possibilities for amino acids at a
certain position, j, i.e. Bj = [bj,1 ; . . . ; bj,k ] with bj,1 , . . . , bj,k ∈ Σ, we then
|Bj |
compute the summation of all the corresponding counters, r=1
Cbj,r . Let
Cj,· be the sum of all counters at position j. Now, the credibility measure
is computed as follows:
Cred(M ) =

l |Bj |
1   Cbj,r
.
l
Cj,·

(6.5)

j=1 r=1

All candidate motifs produced during the search step are scored and
ranked using the sum of these four scores. This ranked list, or a preﬁx of
it, is provided to the user. In addition to the regular expression form, we
can output the sequence logos based on the distribution of counter values
at each position of the candidate motifs.

6.2

Experiments

We implemented the motif discovery approach, which was reviewed in
Section 6.1 and more elaborately described in the Section “Methods”
in [PIV], with and without the SS-tree-like optimization. The implementations were done with C++ and compiled with gcc-4.6.3 -03. We compared the performance of these approaches with the performance of the
MEME [4] and GLAM2 [18] tools. All of the experiments were run on
an Intel i7 860 2.8 GHz (8192 kB cache) with 16 GB RAM, while running Ubuntu 12.04. In this section, we review these experiments - please
see the Section “Results and discussion” in [PIV] for full details on these
experiments.
Data.

We initially chose a selection of 80 sequence collections from the

PROSITE [32] database as our data. For practical reasons, we chose the
smallest 30 sequence collections as our training data, which were used
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Table 6.1. Fraction of motifs found within the top ﬁve results reported by each of the four
approaches: MEME, GLAM2, DB and DB-SS.

fract.

MEME

GLAM2

DB

DB-SS

0.74

0.50

0.70

0.58

while developing the method. This training set was then used when making our parameter choices. The remaining 50 sequence collections were
left untouched as our test data in order to compare the predictive quality
of the four approaches. Together, these 80 sequence collections totalled
5.3 MB in size and contained 26938 sequences. The data also contained
a known motif in regular expression form for each of the sequence collections.
Results.

To compare the predictive quality of these four approaches, we

ran all of the tools with similar parameters on the test set and analyzed
the number of known motifs that were correctly found. Parameters were
chosen that would list up to 5 suggested motifs at a length of up to 50
amino acids in order to compare the results in a fair manner. Based on
tests conducted on our training set using the de Bruijn approach, we chose
to allow up to three consecutive gaps and set the parameter as τ = 0.625.
The fraction of known motifs listed within the top 5 results by each tool
are shown in Table 6.1. We denote the de Bruijn approach using the abbreviation DB and the approach using SS-tree-like similarity indexing
using the abbreviation DB-SS.
As can be seen from Table 6.1, the quality of the results provided by
the DB approach is on par with those provided by the MEME tool. The
quality of the results given by DB-SS is slightly above that of GLAM2.
Moreover, we recorded the query times of all four approaches for all
80 sequence collections using the same parameters as above. The query
times as a function of the sequence collection sizes in bytes are shown in
Figure 2 in [PIV]. With respect to the query times, DB-SS notably outperforms GLAM2 on smaller sequence collections and has quite similar
run time on larger collections. The DB approach outperforms MEME by a
notable margin on all of the sequence collections.
To encapsulate this, we calculated the geometric means of ratios
tM EM E /tDB and tGLAM 2 /tDB−SS over all sequence collections, where tX
is the time taken for method X to process a sequence collection. The DBSS approach, producing results similar in quality with GLAM2 approach
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was notably faster than it, demonstrated by the geometric mean of the
ratios tGLAM 2 /tDB−SS , which was 5.69. In similar fashion, the DB approach, which produced results of a comparable quality with MEME approach was notably faster than it, as shown by the geometric mean of the
ratios tM EM E /tDB , which was 9.02. Our main result is this shown superior run time versus quality tradeoff achieved using our approaches. The
differences in the arithmetic means of the ratios over all of the sequence
collections were even more dramatic: 18.26 and 10.72, respectively. To
encapsulate the effect of similarity indexing, we note that the geometric
mean of the ratio tDB /tDB−SS over all sequence collections was 3.96.
Analysis of results.

We have shown that by using a graph-theoretical

approach, it is possible to achieve faster query times than with previous
methods, while retaining a similar quality in terms of the results. Our
results suggest, that by reducing the search space explored during the
scoring phase, we are able to notably speed up motif discovery and throw
away putative motifs that would get a high score but would not correspond
to real motifs. Furthermore, in our setting it is possible to use similarity
indexing to further reduce the query times.
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7. Discussion

7.1

Approximate Alignment of Long Patterns

In Chapter 3, we reviewed an approach combining block addressing with
q-sampling, which provides an efﬁcient method for the indexed approximate alignment of long patterns. This approach is faster than previous
methods and has a smaller memory footprint, which can be further adjusted. Both q-sampling and block addressing effectively reduce the size
of the resulting index structure when comparing it with a full text index.
As long as the size of the text blocks in this setting remains relatively
small, doing a more precise alignment between the pattern and a text
block is a relatively swift process.
As long as the patterns are long enough, q-sampling is a very suitable
strategy for this type of problem setting. With long patterns having relatively few occurrences, the time taken retrieving individual text blocks is
more or less negligible, making block addressing a ﬁtting strategy for this
setting as well. In this setting, as demonstrated in Section 3.3, BLASTlike approaches were shown to be computationally excessive.
Block addressing and q-sampling may also prove useful in a setting
where full text indexes or even compressed indexes are simply too big
to ﬁt in memory. We would like to note that in our experiments with a
full human genome, the index structure of GAST required 0.23 bits per
character, while, for example, the index structure used by bowtie in this
setting would require 6.56 bits per character [39].
Regarding future work, the combination of block addressing and qsampling in a multi-pattern setting should be a concept worth exploring.
Since multiple patterns might contain identical AC-probes and be found
in the same text blocks, it is clear that it is possible to save computational
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resources in this setting.

7.2

Indexed Matching of Multiple Patterns

In Chapters 4 and 5, we reviewed two practical approaches for improving
indexed, exact multi-pattern matching. The results presented here show
that the reviewed methods for preprocessing a set of patterns will notably
improve the speed of searching for such a set in an indexed text. The basic
principle of both of these approaches was similar in the sense that both
start by searching for initial subpatterns or substrings common to multiple patterns and continue the search from there. Abandoning locating as
an intermediate step resulted in a major and remarkable difference, one
which yielded promising results on a realistic data set with properties
common in a metagenomic setting.
However, in terms of the approach reviewed in Chapter 4, we would
like to underline an observation that may not be so obvious. To some
extent, the speedup seen in Section 4.2 is caused by what we denote as
the elbow-point effect, which results from the above-mentioned intermediate locating step. Let us consider an index where extending or taking
additional steps in the search process would computationally be more expensive than doing a simple character-by-character comparison between
a pattern sequence and a text sequence. Now, a number of searches will
have an elbow-point, where the number of occurrences of the subpattern
corresponding to the current search step is so small that it would computationally be more expensive to extend the search to ﬁnd the occurrences
of the full pattern than to do character-by-character comparisons at each
occurrence of the current subpattern to see if this is an actual occurrence
of the full pattern or not. As long as access to the text and the characterby-character comparison is faster than extending the search, this is a viable strategy. This can be done with a separate uncompressed or swiftly
uncompressable copy of the text.
This is a line of research we would like to further pursue, as the resulting gains may be widely applicable. This strategy could prove useful
even beyond the scope of multi-pattern matching, improving the search of
individual patterns as well.
The biggest issue in terms of the practicality of the approaches reviewed in Chapter 5 is that supporting an exact search will be sufﬁcient
only when cutting the reads into smaller pieces. However, one can sup-
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port an approximate search using a general backtracking mechanism inside the bidirectional search, but to do this efﬁciently the existing pruning
mechanisms (like in [40, 43, 44, 47]) need to be modiﬁed or new ones need
to be introduced that will work within our search scheme. Also, the subpattern cover needs to be reﬁned in order to guarantee that all of the
approximate occurrences will be found.
A number of approaches for improving the preprocessing reviewed in
Section 5.2.1 are mentioned in Section 6 in [PIII]. Most importantly, one
should be able to improve the speed of preprocessing drastically by selecting more than one subpattern for each constructed compressed sufﬁx tree. While this would affect the estimation error of log p in terms of
ﬁnding the optimal subpatterns, a faster practical solution resulting in a
roughly similar preprocessing quality could most probably be found. It is
very likely that this kind of approach will be needed to preprocess signiﬁcantly larger pattern sets. Currently, the speed of preprocessing poses the
greatest challenge for working with such sets of patterns.

7.3

Motif Discovery

In Chapter, 6 we reviewed a graph-theoretical protein motif discovery approach and an optional performance improvement for it, based on similarity indexing. We have shown that these two approaches, the DB and
the DB-SS approaches were able to perform as well as or better than the
MEME and GLAM2 approaches. With respect to query times, the DB and
the DB-SS approaches outperform the MEME and GLAM2 approaches in
nearly all cases. With respect to the quality of the results, the DB approach is comparable to the MEME approach and the DB-SS approach
is comparable to the GLAM2 approach. Incrementality is another advantage that the described graph-theoretical approaches have over the
traditional approaches. It is possible to add additional sequences to our
analysis without rebuilding the graphs from scratch.
Regarding future work, the most interesting direction would be to pursue a smaller drop in quality when using similarity indexing, as the performance improvement is relatively impressive. We have also considered
the possibility of using our approach for data with a smaller alphabet, e.g.
DNA. In this setting, we expect results of a similar quality by using a
strategy built on top of an idea of using 2-mers from this smaller alphabet
as representatives of a single character. This will require slight alter-
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ations, e.g. considering two reading frames, but this seems achievable by
adjusting our current implementation process.
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